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SHANNON CURTIS 
In a world first, the Australian Romance Readers Association will venture into the 
publishing market when it launches its first ever novel, written by author Shannon 
Curtis in conjunction with readers, at the Australian Romance Readers Convention, 
to be held at QT Canberra, 6-8 March 2015. The book launch will take place on 
Saturday, March 7, ahead of its market release on March 15, 2015. 
 
In a ground-breaking collaboration between readers and writers, Ms Curtis met 
with a number of ARRA members in July 2014 at the Better Read Than Dead 
bookstore in Newtown, Sydney, where questionnaires were completed and 
discussed, involving plotting details such as character names, descriptions, story 
setting, genre, heat level, cover preferences, etc. Readers had the opportunity to 
be involved in creating the story they wanted to read. The book will be sold online 
at e-retailers such as Amazon and iTunes, and in paperback through selected 
outlets. All proceeds will be donated to the not-for-profit reader organisation, to 
pay for reader resources.  
 

About the book 
When a miscreant patient unexpectedly dies in his dental surgery, Ryder Galen knows two things: he didn’t murder 
the alpha wolf, and he’s dead meat unless he can prove his innocence – before the dead alpha’s pack kill him in 
retribution. Handing himself in to the Reform authorities should buy him some time to track down the real killer, 
with the help of his lawyer… 
 
Half-blood vampire Vassiliki Verity has inherited a secret gift from her human side of the family – a truthseeking 
ability that enables her to tell when someone is lying to her. Not so good on the dating scene, but very effective in 
dealing with criminals. Her latest client, though, is an interesting mix of honesty and secrecy, and while she knows 
he’s lying, her conscience won’t allow her to throw him to the wolves. But how can she trust a man who can seduce 
her with his lies? 
 
From the author: 
Commenting on the world-first project, Ms Curtis stated: “This is such an innovative project, and so challenging – 
and fun – to weave as many requested details as possible into the one storyline. I am delighted and honoured to be 
part of this amazing experiment with the Australian Romance Readers Association.” 
 
With an estimated annual total sales value of romance of US$1.08billion for 2013, and taking up 13% of the adult 
fiction market, romance is one of the highest selling genres in fiction, with an average reader aged 18-44years*.  
*Information sourced from Romance Writers of America Reader and Industry Statistics: http://www.rwa.org/p/cm/ld/fid=580 and 
http://www.rwa.org/p/cm/ld/fid=582 
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Shannon Curtis is available for interview 
 
About Shannon Curtis 
Shannon Curtis has worked as a copywriter, business consultant, admin manager, customer 
service rep, logistics co-ordinator, dangerous goods handler, event planner, switch bitch and 
betting agent. She decided to try writing a story like those she loved to read when she found 
herself at home after the birth of her first child. Her books have been finalists for Favourite 
Romantic Suspense for 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014, as well as Favourite Continuing Romance 
Series 2013 as voted by the Australian Romance Readers Association , and she was selected to 
write romance novels for The Bold and The Beautiful series. 

 

Recent Australian Award Nominations 
(Australian Romance Readers Association) 

 
Finalist, Favourite Romantic Suspense 2011 for Viper’s Kiss 

 
Finalist, Favourite Romantic Suspense 2012 for Guarding Jess 

 
Finalist, Favourite Continuing Romance Series 2012 for McCormack Security Agency Series 

 
Finalist, Favourite Romantic Suspense 2013 for For Her Eyes Only 

 
Finalist, Favourite Romantic Suspense 2014 for Enraptured 

 
Praise for Shannon Curtis Books 

 
‘The novel was a fun, quick read with a likeable hero and heroine and lots of action. I definitely enjoyed it and can’t 

wait to see future books by this author, because her writing drew me in quickly and I loved her choice of 
heroine!’  

— Rebecca, Reflections on Reading Romance (Viper’s Kiss) 
 

‘I applaud Shannon Curtis for writing a strong woman who didn’t back down in the face of danger, who kept her cool 
amongst the public while being stalked. And I just loved me some Noah and his protectiveness towards Jess. 

“Guarding Jess” was a wonderful surprise for me.’ 
— The Book Whisperer (Guarding Jess) 

 
‘Readers looking for excitement and action will definitely be left satisfied.’ 

— Maria Planansky, Romantic Times Book Reviews (Viper’s Kiss) 
 

‘The chemistry between [the characters] is intense and exciting, making an excellent complement to the suspenseful 
aspects of the story, which are superb in their own right. Readers won’t be able to easily guess how this one ends.’ 

— Anna Dougherty, Romantic Times Book Reviews (For Her Eyes Only) 
 

Runaway Lies is an engaging novel of romantic suspense from Shannon Curtis. The plot is fast moving, offering some 
exciting and dramatic moments, and the romantic tension sizzles. 

- Shelley Rae, Book’d Out (Runaway Lies) 

www.shannoncurtis.com  
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